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Abstract 

In writing this paper I look to compare and contrast the opposing viewpoints on the ever growing 

trend of cloud computing and our digital life. With ever growing Momentum “On-line” services, 

and Cloud based solutions have begun to permeate every aspect of our lives. Some believe this is 

simplifying our lives others believe these solutions are unsafe and simply make things more 

complicated. In comparing these two viewpoints I will define what Cloud computing means in 

the context of this document, describe several Cloud technologies currently available, and 

analyze both the pros and cons of both. In this text I will show clear advantages, and apparent 

down sides to societies increasing reliance on the internet. And ultimately I hope to educate you 

the reader enough so that you may analyze the two view points and form your own educated 

opinions on this very current issue. 
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Think about your average day. You wake up, check your e-mail on your internet connect 

smart phone, go to work and may be stream Pandora in your car on your commute, you walk in 

to your office, start up your computer and open your outlook and read some more E-mail as you 

prep yourself for the work day. Later on you receive a message from a friend via text. At around 

noon you head to lunch, maybe you check your tweeter feed while eating your tuna sandwich, or 

hop on Facebook, to see what’s new. Back at your desk you search Google for pictures for that 

presentation do Tuesday. Finally its 5 PM you save the documents you worked on to your drop 

box account for later, get in your car and head home, where you start up your Xbox and settle in 

for a Netflix move before bed. For many of us the “Cloud “is a ubiquities part of life, we don’t 

even notice we use it, but it’s there with us, permeating every part of our day. Our digital and 

increasingly internet connected lives bring with them advantages and disadvantages, to explore 

them I will define what Cloud computing actually is, I will discuss some of the Cloud based 

products many of us use every day, and finally I will lay out the advantages and disadvantages of 

our so called “Internet Revolution”. In so doing we will discover just how much the Cloud 

actually touches our lives every day and how that may impact our lives both today and in to the 

future. 

If you are going to talk about Cloud computing you really have to start at the beginning. 

What is Cloud computing? To answer that question I will first go through and define as  best I 

can what the term means in the modern vernacular, as well as in the context of this essay. I will 

also discuss the origins of the term Cloud. And finally I will give an abbreviated history of Cloud 

computing. By defining Cloud computing, its heritage, and its purpose I hope to create a better 

foundation of knowledge, with which to understand the rest of this document.  
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So what is “Cloud Computing”?  World English dictionary defines “a model of computer 

use in which services stored on the internet are provided to users on a temporary basis And in its 

more board term “Cloud Computing” is used to describe virtually all the services, products, 

activities, and programs that rely on an internet connection to work." For the purpose of this 

paper I will use the more broad term, and I expand it to include operating systems, and devises 

that require an Internet connection to perform all or many of its functions.  To put it plainly, if it 

connects to the internet, it’s probably a Cloud computing devise in the context of this paper, at 

least to some degree.  

 Where does the Term “Cloud” come from?  The term Cloud comes from the 

cloud drawing used to represent the internet in diagrams. Cloud is a metaphor meant to describe 

the internet and is originally borrowed from the phone company. Originally the Telco’s of the 

world use the image of a cloud to represent there wider network in simple up close diagrams. As 

the internet and with it Cloud computing is really the next incarnation of this old fashion phone 

system. Network architects borrowed the Metaphor of the cloud to represent the larger, and ever 

growing network that is the internet. And today when someone stores their files, or music, or 

photos on any number of available internet services, we say “it is up in the cloud.” 

Now that we know what it means and why it’s called Cloud, where did all this mess start? 

Well one could say it started with the first computer, or with the internet, but I’ll spare every one 

the long history and skip straight to the “Readers Digest” version. Essentially the whole mess 

started in the 90s’. up until then it was common practice for companies to link a number of 

computers together in order to increase the amount of resources available to them. In other 

words, if you can only afford a small weak computer simply buy 5 and link them together to 

make one powerful one. Enter Carl Kesselman, and Ian Foster, Inspired by the power grid the 
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two realized that if you take this idea of linking computers and expanded it outward in what they 

called “a grid” you could increase the amount of system resources almost indefinitely. Add to 

that the creation of the World Wide Web and an always on global network of first hundreds then 

thousands, then millions, and finally billions of linked devises and you have the idea of cloud 

computing. Fast forward to the dot com bubble and the creation of Amazon, and you have the 

first true cloud computing platform.  AWS or Amazon Web Service was created to make the idea 

of cloud computing available to the public. Amazon essentially began to lease space on their 

servers, to others who could now use them to store information and transfer the data back and 

forth via the internet. 

 In the end what started out as a borrowed term from the Telco’s, was born from 

the need for more powerful computer systems, and was driven by the Dot Com boom and bust 

and finally realized in Amazons plan, to utilize some of its excess storage space and become the 

foundation for our modern digital age. Today thousands of companies exist exclusively online, 

offering services, and products such as social networks, cloud, storage, media streaming, gaming, 

and much more. The internet revolution was born one small step at a time but now grows by 

leaps and bounds, and shows no signs of slowing down.  

What do Names such as Google, Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, and Pandora all have in 

common? They live in the Cloud, and thier business model depends on you doing the same 

thing!  As we transition to an ever more connected world, and high-speed internet becomes ever 

more Ubiquities, people of all walks of life spend increasing amounts of time online. This 

massive amount of cognitive surpluses devoted to online browsing has given birth to a never 

ending stream of cloud based services. Some we know like Facebook, MySpace, and Tweeter, 

some are more obscure, and then some look to take over every aspect of our life. Among the first 
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wave of cloud computing platforms, comes the first round of cloud based operating systems. 

Google inc’s recently released Chrome OS, and Jolie Clouds Jolie OS, seek to take over 

desktops. Meanwhile look down at your phone, chances are its powered By Android, IOS, or 

WinPhone7. All these are early examples of a trend that takes us away from local computer 

storage, and traditional computing paradigms, and towards a brave new world of Cloud 

competiveness. 

First up is Google Inc’s New Chrome OS. Chrome OS is probably the most Cloud based 

of all the examples, but then what else can there be to expect from Google. The Search giant 

makes most of its money from adverting on search results, in fact 97% in 2009 according to 

Gigaom’s Jordan Golson. This means that Google has a very large interest in keeping you 

connected to the internet and browsing as much as is possible. Enters Chrome OS. For anyone 

who has ever used Google’s popular Chrome browser you already have the basic idea. Google 

essentially managed to throw its browser on top of a file tree, added some limited local storage, 

and managed to cache (or download snippets of data) for of line viewing. Otherwise it’s the 

Chrome browser, utilizing web apps (Mostly HTML based) instead of programs, and services 

like Dropbox, and Google docs, in the place of hard drive storage. In short, Google chrome OS is 

really all that 90% of the population needs. It allows you access to Facebook and Farmville, and 

is great so long as your internet connection doesn’t fail! 

Next up is Jolie OS. Jolie Os is an Ubuntu Linux based OS, skinned with a simple and 

friendly web based interface. Similar in look and feel to IOS, or Android (I Phone/Droid smart 

phones) it allows you to install web apps, as well as traditional Linux apps to the desk top. I see 

Jolie as sort of the perfect intermediate, its Cloud connectivity integrated search, social 

networking features, and integration with Cloud based storage services like Dopebox , gives it 
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great cloud functionality, and connivance. But Jolie OS, essentially sits on top of Ubuntu Linux 

and as such will utilize local hard drives, install any programs that run on Ubuntu flavored 

Linux, and even when you don’t have connection you still have a pretty good and robust 

operating system underneath all the cloud happy goodness. Ultimately Jolie OS is great as a way 

to dip your toes in the cloud waters without abandoning all the comforts of traditional, 

computing platforms. 

Now Chrome and Jolie OS’s are designed to be cloud connected but many of us don’t see 

that many smart phone Operating systems such as Apples IOS, Google’s Android, HP’s WebOS, 

and Microsoft’s Win Phone7, which are cloud based operating systems in their own right. And 

with phones becoming the computing form factor of choice it’s only fair to include them here. 

Smart phone OS depends almost entirely on your data connection. Most apps you down load are 

essentially glorified links sending you to applications stored on cloud servers. Things like E-

mail, and chat clients, need the web to work. In fact with today’s converged networks chances 

are you wouldn’t even be able to make a phone call without an internet connection. 

 Much like Chrome OS, and Jolie, these phones and more recently Tablets, interface with 

drop Box, to store files off line and make them available anywhere. They utilize Pandora, slacker 

radio, and in the case of Win Phone and Android, proprietary music players that collect, store, 

and stream a users music collection from a server to whatever devise you have instilled or open a 

web page on. These new mobile devises have changed our lives, and for many they are training 

us to be more comfortable with having a connected cloud based, digital life just the way giants 

like Google want, and we love them for it! 
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Now if all this sounds incredibly useful, it’s because it is. However, users should be 

aware, that even this connected future is a double edged sword. While the ability to store all your 

files remotely, connect with friends and family everywhere, anywhere, and any time, access files 

anywhere around the globe, and even synchronize your desktop setting to every computer you 

use, can be incredibly useful. Every technology has pit falls and draw backs. While many believe 

that the good outweighs the bad, there are still some disadvantages to discuss before deciding to 

jump head first into a cloud future. 

First, we will start with the advantages of our life 2.0. This of course seems easy 

especially on the surface. The Cloud revolution, allows us to stay connected with friends and 

family. It can make us more efficient, allow us to access our data from anywhere, and protect our 

imported files from fire, theft, and hard drive failures. The Cloud grants use instant access to 

entertainment, music, movies, photos, news, sports and games, virtually anywhere. In short the 

Cloud enriches our lives. 

Anywhere on the globe a user can access Facebook, and connect instantly with friends 

and family in any country with internet connection, bringing us all closer together. Skype allows 

voice and video chat for free to any Skype user across the globe. For example I use Skype to keep 

in touch with family in places from Germany to south Florida. And social networks such as 

Twitter, Foursquare, and linkedIn allow us to network, share what’s on our minds, and even 

share our location with people across one side of the world to the other. 

The Cloud provides us with convenience, productivity, and peace of mind. Cloud backup 

solutions like Mossy, and Carbonite keep our data safe by storing it on remote servers. We can 

be sure that if a storm wipes out our home or our hard drive fails, our data will remain safe 
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waiting for you to pull it down off the cloud from anywhere. Further services like Drop box, 

windows Sky Drive, and Google Docs, allow us to save, transfer, and access our documents, and 

files from anywhere, any time, making us more productive, and increasing convenience .Finally 

Amazon cloud locker, Rdeo, Hulu, Netflix and several dozen like it allow us to access millions of 

songs, movie’s, and TV shows anywhere on the globe at anytime with the click of a mouse or the 

tap of a finger. Opening a world of entertainment to fill all that excess time you now have since 

You’re not having to think about survival. You super evolved being you! 

With all these great advantages the cloud has to offer us, how can we still insist on its 

disadvantages? The cloud brings us together, entertains us, informs us, and makes us more 

productive. The cloud in short is perhaps the truest expression of mans evolution. 

With all the great and wonderful advantages the internet and our cloud connected lives 

provide, it’s hard to imagine what anyone could have to complain about! We think to ourselves, 

Maybe people don’t like connecting. Perhaps they’re just grumpy ‘ol men who don’t 

understand and so, humbug all the new things they can’t grasp. Or maybe there is a dark 

underbelly hidden behind all this wholesome internet goodness. The fact is there are a number of 

concerns ranging from the social degradation, to security, and redundancy concerns. The internet 

cloud, much as its namesake, gashes counterparts can be dark and ominous as well as white and 

fluffy! 

But is it really safe? That is the question admins, experts, and consumers are asking 

themselves. Is the cloud really safe? After all with more of our lives, and our data being spent on 

the cloud can we really trust it? As recent breaches of the Sony Network have proven, our  
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Cloud connected lives can have unforeseen consequences. And as more and more of us 

spend our days frolicking around the internet, we make ourselves greater targets to Viruses, 

malware, and identity theft. I bring up  again the breach of Sony’s PlayStation network where 

thousands of passwords, and credit card numbers were stolen, in a massive attack Sony has yet to 

explain, track or, recover from. 

Another major concern is accessibility! Connectivity is great and global anytime access is 

amazing…. When it works. The simple fact is all the Music, and friends, and productivity the 

cloud offers has an Achilles heal! That is it all needs the internet to work, and as anyone who has 

AT&T or Bright house home internet can tell you, the Internet can be illusive! The Hard reality 

is our love for, and adoption of the internet and the cloud based life style has outpaced our 

provider’s ability to provide a reliable connection. As the 12-12:30 daily internet black out at my 

home would show (way to be on the ball Bright house networks!). simply, we haven’t got the 

technologies to provide a 100% reliable data connection in a world that is fast heading towards a 

need for a 100% up time to continue functioning. 

Then there are the social ramifications. You have heard it before, Radio is ruining our 

children, TV is ruining our children, and now the Internet is ruining our children. Now, 

regardless of my opinion that it’s the parents that are ruining children, there is something to be 

said for a world revolving around text messages 150 character Tweet and Facebook chat. In this 

day of connectivity some fear, we are no longer connecting! Sure we all chat and text, and share, 

even over share,  leading some to fear our lack of privacy, but do we really “connect “in a 

traditional sense? 
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If 75% of communication is non verbal, what are we getting out of a tweet, or a text, or 

“like” Button? The internet has changed our vocabulary, it has added words like web, LOL, and 

BRB to our collective psyche, but could it be destroying that collectiveness? Some think so! 

Ultimately the internet, the cloud, and our increasing dependency  on it as with all things, 

has its ups and downs. Maybe the issue is not what the advantages or disadvantages are but how 

we handle them. In this world of Gray areas, and possibilities is it really fair to say the Cloud is 

all good, or all bad? Or should we weigh the options, proceed with caution, and make the best of 

it, while keeping in mind the potential threats and pit falls? 

In conclusion, the web has transformed our world. Terms like LOL, web, Internet, VOIP, 

and Googleing, that didn’t exist 10 years ago are now common vernacular. The cloud is 

everywhere it is in your car, your phone, and soon even your toaster, refrigerator, and oven. As 

we increase our dependency on the internet, concerns about security, privacy, and our collective 

social identity will become more prominent, and more hotly debated, some will argue for, others 

against. What is for sure is that as mobile phones, and IPad like devises slowly supplant desktops 

as the computing platform of choice the cloud will play an ever increasing role in our lives. The 

ideas and infrastructure of the cloud will continue to be tested and improved. And one day we 

will look back at this moment in time and see a world on the very edge or a new era. This is the 

beginning the Alpha age, the dawn of a revolution, rivaled in history perhaps only by the creation 

of the Gutenberg Press and Language itself. This is the beginning of the cloud revolution of our 

internet age and of our lives 2.0. 
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